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‘Letters to the Editor’ were a daily feature of the Times, right from its inception in 1785.  
Times, 27 August 1817, p. 3

Personal accounts of life in Victoria can be found in the Times, as well as many articles, 
notices and commentaries. Times, 27 April 1852, p. 8
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The Times Digital Archive 

Newspapers Collections EM 072 T48T
Acquired 2011

The Times has had a reputation for being the newspaper read by industry leaders 
and decision makers. It was first published on 1 January 1785 as the Daily 
Universal Register, and founder John Walter was conscious of what he was up 
against:

To bring out a New Paper at the preſent day; when ſo many others are 
already eſtabliſhed and confirmed in the public opinion, is certainly an 
arduous undertaking; and no one can be more fully aware of its difficulties 
than I am …

This newspaper archive is significant. Like the presence of the long S [ſ] in 
this quote, newspapers reflect the language of the day. The immediacy of reports 
and opinion capture the atmosphere of life as it was, rather than how it might 
be remembered. 

With the advent of this digital archive, the often-fragile original papers 
suddenly became accessible and, just as importantly, searchable. Family historians 
were able to find elusive missing links, and students and researchers had access 
to articles and editorials that proved (or refuted) their theses. Information had 
been released; knowledge had been enhanced. 

 The archive spans more than 200 years, reflecting British life, everyday news, 
court reports and theatre reviews, as well as accounts posted from mainland 
Europe and the rest of the world. The paper played witness to major events in 
history, such as the death of Napoleon in 1821: ‘the most extraordinary life yet 
known to political history’.1 

The Times also provides many articles, notices and commentaries on European 
settlement of Terra Australis such as the following: 

The first excitement caused here was the discovery of gold at Ballarat  … 
The whole of the population in Melbourne immediately flocked there, 
and many of them did extremely well; the majority of them, however, got 
nothing, and returned to their several occupations.2

 
Perhaps timeless, ‘Letters to the Editor’ presents us with concerns still 

pertinent today: ‘Sir – During the present alarming state of the weather the 
attention of persons is naturally directed to the preservation of the crops ...’.3

Acquired through the 2011 State Library Victoria Foundation Appeal, the 
Times Digital Archive is updated annually and has been very popular.
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